NOTE: This spacer kit must be used whenever installing a K&N Filter element in any Honker originally equipped with a Green Filter element.

This Kit includes four (4) spacers that are to be installed between the Honker bobbins and the Honker base as shown in the pictures to the right.

The Bobbin Spacers allow for additional clearance needed to provide proper seating of the K&N filter element seal surface.

1. Remove Honker air box cover from the base and throttle body (C6 LS3/LS7) or MAFS sensor coupler (all others).

2. Using a 1/8” Allen wrench, remove the four (4) bobbins.

3. Place one (1) Bobbin Spacer under each bobbin and retighten the screws.

4. Install the new K&N Filter element.

5. Replace the Honker air box cover, making sure that it is oriented properly with all fasteners, couplers and clamps secure.